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Introduction
Patent Assertion Entities (PAEs), often called “patent trolls”, are companies active in acquisition and
monetisation of patents. They do not produce any products covered by the patented technology, and
instead earn their revenues only by licensing patents acquired from others. PAEs have been
frequently presented in the negative light as harmful predators that attack inadvertent companies that
produce patent implementing products, demanding excessive licensing fees, harming implementing
companies and ultimately rising prices for consumers.
PAEs have been especially criticised in a situation when they assert patents that are essential for
widely adopted standards in telecommunications industry, such as 3G UMTS and 4G LTE standards.
They have been accused of imposing unreasonably high licensing costs to firms practicing the
standard, making the implementation of standard excessively costly and ultimately harming
consumers. It has been suggested that competition law should apply against PAEs’ assertion of
essential patents.
The aim of this article is to demonstrate that, first, PAEs are not a unitary phenomenon, but adopt
many different business models. It will show that it is incorrect to label all PAEs as “bad” and to devise
rules that would be aimed at this one particular category of patent holders. Next, it will show that in
the SEP context, competition law is not an appropriate remedy and that PAEs do not have the ability
to charge excessive royalties for SEPs.
The article will first proceed by defining PAEs and explaining their various business models. It will
then discuss positive and negative effects of PAEs’ patent assertions that have been raised in the
literature. The article will then discuss the assertion of standard essential patents by PAEs, the
problematics surrounding patent privateering and propose effective solutions to perceived problems
with the assertion of essential patents by PAEs.

What Are PAEs?
It is important to first look and try to define patent assertion entities. Patents can be held by different
categories of companies. On the one hand, there are companies that hold a portfolio of patents which
they implement in their products or services. These companies are called Practicing Entities (PEs).
For example, the large high-technology companies such as Apple, Google, Huawei, Microsoft or
Samsung hold thousands of patents covering various technologies that they implement in their
products or services.
On the other hand, there are companies that hold a portfolio of patents but do not manufacture any
products or provide services implementing those patents. These companies are called Non-Practicing
Entities (NPEs). However, NPEs are not a uniform category, but they include a wide range of
1
companies with different business models. For example, there are universities, start-ups or large
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technology developing companies that engage in research and development and patent their
inventions. They generate revenue by licensing their patents to practicing entities.
A special type of NPEs are Patent Assertion Entities (PAEs). As opposed to universities, start-ups or
technology developing companies, they do not develop patented technologies. Instead, their primary
business model is acquiring patents from third parties and generating revenue by asserting them
2
against alleged infringers.
To further complicate matters, PAEs are not a unitary phenomenon, as different categories of PAEs
can be identified. For example, depending on the relationship with operating companies, Shapiro and
3
Scott-Morton identify ‘Pure’ and ‘Hybrid’ PAEs. Pure PAEs acquire patents from a variety of sources
and generate revenue by asserting them. They have no relationship with operating companies from
which they acquired patents and have no financial interest in targeting specific companies or
4
products. Hybrid PAEs, on the other hand, maintain relationships with operating companies after the
5
acquisition of patents. For instance, an operating company may receive a share of the revenue
acquired from the assertion of SEPs, determine the method or a level of royalty that PAE may charge
or structure the transaction so that the PAE will primarily target its competitors.
Depending on the business model, The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) further identified two types
6
of PAEs: ‘Portfolio PAE’ and ‘Litigation PAE’. Portfolio PAEs typically amass a large patent portfolio,
numbering thousands of patents, and generate revenue by licensing the whole portfolio. They
generally license without bringing litigation, and fund their initial patent acquisitions through capital
7
raised by investors. On the other hand, Litigation PAEs use numerous affiliate entities to acquire and
assert a small portfolio of patents, without bundling or aggregating them into large portfolios. They
typically first sue potential licensees and settle shortly; often with relatively low value settlements
8
below the expected costs of litigation.
The European Commission’s (EC) study thoroughly examined PAEs in Europe and identified 6
different business models. It found that PAEs can be differentiated whether they target main players
in one industry with relatively high-quality patents (‘focused assertion entities’), massively assert
patents of relatively dubious quality (‘serial assertion entities’) assert patent with the aim of blocking
competitors (‘strategic assertion entities’) or assert patents on behalf of practicing entities in ICT
9
sector (‘patent monetisation entities’). On the other hand, it found that there are certain types of
PAEs have the aim of facilitating patent licensing. Such are patent pools, that combine patents in
certain technological area and offer a joint license for the whole portfolio, and defensive patent
aggregators, that acquire problematic patents that can be asserted against practicing entities and
then license the entire portfolio to its members in order to mitigate the risk of being accused for patent
10
infringement.
Therefore, when talking about PAEs it is important to note that PAEs come in many sized and
shapes. The effects of PAE patent assertion would depend entirely on the adopted business model.
What is the problem with PAEs?
PAEs have mainly been U.S. phenomenon. There has been an “explosion” of PAE litigation in the U.S
in the recent years, with several studies suggesting that PAEs are responsible for the majority of
2
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patent cases in the U.S. According to one report, approximately 69% percent of the patent cases
12
filed in the U.S. in 2015 were initiated by PAEs.
The major criticism of PAEs business model is that they supposedly impose licensing and litigation
13
costs that do not reflect the value of the patented technology at issue. Instead, critics argue that
PAEs use the fact that they are immune from patent infringement counter suits because they do not
14
produce patented products, as well as high costs of litigation, to pressure companies into settlement
or unfavourable licensing agreements that do not reflect that overall value of the patented technology.
Put differently, the principal problem raised with PAEs is that they engage in ex post licensing – that is
after firms have invested in creating, developing or commercialising the patented technology and
incurring significant sunk costs – as opposed to ex ante, which is before companies incur any costs in
15
the commercialisation of technologies. Patent licensing that occurs ex ante is presumptively efficient
because royalty rates will reflect licensee’s choice between alternative technologies and products
designs. Ex post licensing, by contrast, occurs after manufacturers have invested into the technology,
and licensing royalties are believed to reflect the costs of redesigning the product and the expected
16
costs of litigation.
17

Precisely because of the ex post licensing, PAEs have been claimed to impose a ‘tax on innovation’
and have been pejoratively called ‘patent trolls’, as a reference to the children’s tale of the three billy
18
goats who must pay a toll to the troll waiting under the bridge if they wish to pass. Similarly to billy
goats, practising companies must pay their toll to patent trolls if they wish to continue manufacturing
patented products.
Another criticism, at least in the U.S., is that PAEs mainly assert weak software patents in the ICT
sector and primarily target small companies. According to some reports, the patent portfolio of studied
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PAEs included approximately 75% of software related patents,
20
were small companies.

while more than half of defendants

In Europe, however, PAEs are present to a lesser extent, but their importance is growing. A recent
empirical study found that PAEs accounted for approximately 10% of patent assertions in Germany
21
(between 2000 and 2008) and the UK (2000 – 2013). Another European peculiarity is that PAEs
22
often assert standard essential patents against large telecommunications operators. Thus, the
characteristics of PAE litigation in Europe differs to some extent from the U.S. but shares the common
problem associated with ex-post licensing
In sum, critics fear that PAE litigation clogs the judicial system, harms targeted companies, has
negative impact on innovation by diverting resources from research and development, and ultimately
increasing the costs of products and services across industries.
On the other hand, defenders of the PAE business model counter that these entities are operating
23
within their legal rights by asserting patents duly issued by governmental authorities.
Patents are
tradeable rights and there is nothing in patent law suggesting that patents can only be asserted by the
entities obtaining them from the patent office. Another argument in support of PAE business model is
that they are able to monetise under-utilised patents, providing needed liquidity to the market and
24
helping innovators who are unable to compete directly with large companies. In other words, they
protect inventors by bringing asserting patents on their behalf, which they otherwise would not be able
25
to do because of high costs of litigation.
Therefore, as mentioned before, it cannot be generally said whether PAE business model is desirable
or not. Rather, it all depends on the way PAEs behave in practice.
PAEs and Standard Essential Patents in ICT industry
What happens when PAEs assert patents that are essential for widely adopted standards? Technical
interoperability standards are of significant importance in information and telecommunications industry
26
as they enable devices produced by different companies to work together. An example of widely
used standards are UMTS (3G) and LTE (4G) in telecommunications industry; Wi-Fi and USB in
computer hardware sector; MPEG and PDF standards in computer software industry and Blue Ray
disc in electronics industry.
Interoperability standards are generally developed by private companies that collaborate within
27
standard-setting organisation (SSO). Successful standards often include patented technologies from
companies participating in standards development. As such, a large number of patents cover
19
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important interoperability standards. 3G UMTS and 4G LTE standards reportedly have over 23,500
28
and 4,600 declared SEPs respectively. The video coding standards MPEG-2 and MPEG-4 are
29
believed to have around 800 declared SEPs, while the Wi-Fi standard is estimated to have around
30
3000 declared SEPs.
Patents that are a necessary to implement to comply with a standard are called Standard Essential
Patents (SEPs). If patent is truly essential, then it is not possible to implement a standard without
infringing a patent. In order to promote broad adoption of standards, SSOs general require from their
31
member to license their SEPs on fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory (FRAND) terms. These
commitments are intended to assure manufacturer that licenses will be available on terms that are
reasonable, while at the same time assuring technology contributing companies that they will receive
fair rewards for their research and development.
In recent years, operating companies have been increasingly divesting a part of their SEP portfolio to
PAEs. Latest study found that approximately 80% patents asserted by PAEs came from operating
32
companies. Not surprisingly, PAEs are increasingly asserting their newly acquired SEPs against
33
other practicing entities. PAEs are responsible for the majority of SEPs suits in the U.S. (70%) and
34
35
Germany (78%), and a lesser but still significant number in the UK (22%). There are a number of
36
37
well reported cases evidencing such trend, such as In re Innovation IP Ventures, Vringo v ZTE,
38
39
Unwired Planet v Huawei, and Saint Lawrence v Vodafone.
The alleged concern with PAE assertion of SEPs is that they would be able to impose unreasonably
high licensing costs to practicing entities, because they must take a license in order to continue
practicing the standard. Transferring part of SEP portfolio to other companies artificially inflates the
number of licensors for the relevant standard, increasing the cumulative royalty yield. In other words,
the disaggregation of patent portfolio raises ‘Cournot complements’ problem, meaning that the
aggregate royalty that will be charged by multiple firms will exceed the royalty that would be charged
40
by a single firm. Further, due to characteristics of PAEs described above, they are believed to be
able to impose higher licensing costs than practicing entities, making the implementation of standard
excessively costly, damaging practicing entities and harming consumers.
The next section will discuss to what extent such concerns are possible.
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How much higher licensing costs can PAEs actually impose for SEPs?
A preliminary issue to consider is to what degree are PAEs bound by the FRAND licensing
commitments made by original SEP owners? PEAs generally do not participate in the standarddevelopment process and are typically not members of standard-setting organisation. If the original
SEP owner gave commitment to license their essential patents on FRAND terms and then transfers
its SEPs to PAEs, does the FRAND commitment follow with the patent or can the PAE claim that it is
not bound by predecessors FRAND licensing commitment and thus charge more than the transferor?
It has been generally accepted that FRAND commitment follows with the patent. The EU and U.S.
antitrust authorities have been holding that failure to abide by previous owners FRAND commitment
41
would be contrary to competition laws. There is, however, no court case yet or a final decision of the
competition authorities sanctioning the sale of SEPs without FRAND obligation as breach of
competition law. The Central District Court of California came close in Vizio v Funai, where it denied a
motion to dismiss claims that companies violated Section 1 of the Sherman Act by failing to transfer
42
FRAND obligation to assignee of SEPs.
Furthermore, all major SSOs have amended their IP rules to clarify that FRAND commitment binds
43
subsequent owners. Therefore, PAEs would be bound to comply with FRAND commitment either via
contract law mechanism or, alternatively, via competition law. As such, to date there appears to be no
cases where PAEs have been successful in claiming that they are not bound by transferor’s FRAND
commitment.
Another, often overlooked, issue is which companies can PAEs actually target. When a company
transfers its patents to PAE, it transfers not only FRAND commitment but all other encumbrances,
including all existing licensing agreements. In other words, transferee “stands in the shoes” of the
44
transferor, and is subject to all existing patent licenses. As such, PAEs can only target those
practicing companies that have: i) never taken a license from the transferor, or ii) had previously taken
a license, but the license expired.
Therefore, it is hard to justify the complaints of companies that have never taken a license before,
either because they successfully avoided licensing negotiations with the previous SEP owner or
because they are newcomers to the market, that they would now have to pay something for the use of
patented technology. As to the argument that licensing demands PAEs may be are unreasonable,
FRAND commitment is in place to ensure that PAEs would not be able to extract unreasonable
licensing terms.
In sum, PAEs are bound by FRAND commitment and existing licenses of the transferor. This means
that they can only target those companies that are not licensed and, when they do approach such
companies, they can only ask for a royalty that is FRAND. The potential for PAEs to extract
unreasonably excessive licensing royalties for SEPs is therefore constrained.
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Patent privateers – a growing concern
However, although PAEs should comply with FRAND licensing commitment, a growing current
concern is the practice of operating companies transferring a part of their SEP portfolio to PAEs that
monetise patents on behalf of operating companies. Operating companies enter into an agreement
with PAEs where they may receive a share of the revenue acquired from the assertion of SEPs,
determine the method or a level of royalty that PAE may charge or structure the transaction so that
PAE will primarily target operating company’s competitors.
45

In the literature, this type of business practice is referred to as a ‘Hybrid PAE’, or ‘patent
privateering’ based on the historical practice of kingdoms issuing ‘letters of marque’ to sea captains
who were free to attack and capture enemy vessels. Letters of marque protected privateers with the
46
charge of piracy, who in turn had to share spoils of such ventures with the government. Privateering
thus allowed governments to enlist private parties and wage war against other countries with no
47
impact on the treasury. Similar to historical privateers, PAEs attack competitors of operating
companies and share spoils with them.
Two main issues have been raised over privateering practice. First, transferring a part of SEP portfolio
to other companies inflates the number of licensors for the relevant standard. Even though PAEs
should still charge FRAND terms for SEPs, the overall royalty that is now charged by the transferor
and the PAE for the SEP portfolio could be higher than the royalty charged when all SEPs were in the
hand of transferor.
Another concern with privateering model is that operating companies may structure a transaction
agreement in such way as to provide incentives for PAEs to target operating company’s rivals, thus
raising their costs and harming their operations.
The problems identified above are actively happening in practice, and are not merely theoretical. For
instance, in one recent UK case, Unwired Planet, a PAE, acquired some 2.185 SEPs from Ericsson
and later sued Google, Samsung and Huawei for infringement of five SEPs and one non-essential
48
patent. The transfer agreement between Ericsson and Unwired Planet included terms in which
Ericsson shares in the revenue earned by Unwired Planet from licensing the patents.
Similarly, in one recent U.S. case, PAEs Acacia, Conversant and Core Wireless have acquired SEPs
from Nokia, where Nokia retained the right to receive a share of royalties or settlements that PAEs
49
obtain, and asserted such patents against Apple.
Competition law solution?
In response to aggressive privateering, a number of commentators and legal cases have been
brought alleging that Hybrid PAE model represents a harm to competition and thus violates
50
competition laws.
The main argument in support of competition law intervention is that Hybrid PAE model not only
raises overall costs to implementer companies for licensing SEPs due to disaggregation of patent
45
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portfolio, but also helps operating companies that transfer their SEPs to PAEs to harm their rivals by
raising their overall licensing costs. Further, by retaining an interest in collected royalties by PAEs,
operating companies are believed to be able to earn more that they would have if they would have
license the whole portfolio by themselves. US commentators have suggested the more aggressive
use of merger control process via Section 7 of the Clayton Act, Section 1 of the Sherman Act on
unlawful restraints on trade, or considering such practice as an unfair method of competition contrary
51
to the Section 5 of the FTC Act.
Similarly, in the EU, Dolmans argues that Hybrid PAE model represents restriction of competition by
52
object, contrary to Article 101 TFEU. He concludes that an analysis ‘by object’ is appropriate
because “standard economic analysis indicates that fragmentation of patent ownership has a
foreseeable Cournot royalty stacking effect; raising rivals’ costs and using PAE has a foreseeable
53
royalty raising effect as countervailing power is eliminated.”
Indeed, companies have invoked competition law defence in proceedings against PAEs. For instance,
Apple has alleged in one US case that Nokia conspired with a number of PAEs, such as Acacia
Research and Conversant, to divide Nokia’s portfolio of SEPs in order to collect excessive licensing
fees, contrary to its FRAND commitment, supposedly representing a violation of US competition
54
laws. Apple alleged that Nokia failed as a supplier of cell phones and changed it business model
from producing cell phones to monetizing its SEPs. In doing so, Nokia allegedly charges excessive
royalties and uses the strategy of divesting its SEP portfolio to PAEs to harm more successful cell
phone makers like Apple.
Likewise, in the EU, the agreement between Ericsson and Unwired Planet was challenged before the
UK and German courts as contrary to EU competition law because it allowed Ericsson to
disaggregate its SEP portfolio, effectively evading its FRAND commitment and allowing Ericsson to
55
earn allegedly unfair higher royalties.
Better way – a FRAND approach
Nevertheless, the application of competition law may not be appropriate mechanism in case of patent
privateering involving FRAND committed SEPs.
Critics point out that standard competition law analysis would hardly apply in PAE cases and suggest
56
that the real problem lies in the procedural rules and the quality of issued patents. A concern that
PAS may impose higher licensing costs, without more, would hardly be caught by standard
competition law analysis. The US competition law does not prohibit excessive licensing royalties as
57
such, while in the EU excessive royalties, as an abuse of dominant position, are difficult to establish
and it is further questionable whether from a policy perspective competition authorities should engage
58
in price regulation. As Wright and Ginsburg note, applying competition law “stretches the standard
59
analysis beyond its limits in an attempt to discourage use of a particular business model.
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However, more fundamentally, supporters of competition law intervention ignore that SEPs are
encumbered by FRAND commitment. As seen above, FRAND commitment travels with the patent
and in no case of patent privateering to date have PAEs successfully argued that they are not bound
by FRAND commitment. Properly constructed, FRAND commitment constrains the market power of
the patent holder and acts as a pricing mechanism. It can ensure that PAEs are not able to impose
excessive licensing fees to operating companies.
How does FRAND commitment work in practice? The courts have generally recognised that FRAND
60
is an enforceable third-party beneficiary contract, and all implementers of a standard can invoke a
contractual defence in court that the SEP holder should license its essential patents on FRAND terms.
Court are increasingly being asked to determine FRAND terms and a number of methodologies for
61
calculating FRAND royalties have emerged.
A good example on how to set FRAND royalties in case of patent privateering may be the UK’s
62
Unwired Planet v Huawei case. As mentioned above, the case concerned Ericsson’s transfer of a
number of its SEPs to Unwired Planet, a PAE, which later sued Google, Samsung and Huawei for
patent infringement. The court, among other things, had to consider how to calculate FRAND royalty
for Unwired Planet’s SEP portfolio which it acquired from Ericsson.
Mr Justice Birss first looked at Ericsson’s prior licensing agreements for the SEPs in question and
63
determined that they should be used for calculating Unwired Planet’s royalties. Accordingly, Birss J.
reasoned that the appropriate FRAND royalty for Unwired Planet’s SEP portfolio should be the rate
charged by Ericsson for its SEP portfolio, scaled down to represent the relative strength of Unwired
64
Planet’s smaller portfolio. Therefore, by taking the licensing agreements of Ericsson (the prior owner
of the SEPs) as a benchmark for calculating FRAND royalties for Unwired Planet’s SEPs, Birss J.
practically ensured that patent privateering would not cause the imposition of excessive royalties to
other operating companies.
Furthermore, Birss J. used a “cross-check” to ensure that cumulative royalties for a standard are not
excessive. It calculated the total aggregate SEP royalty burden of a particular standard on a product
(i.e. a percentage of a smartphone price that should be charged for patents covering 4G standard)
and then calculated the share of the aggregate royalty that is allocable to the SEP holder (Unwired
65
Planet). This method had the aim to ensure that Unwired Planet’s share in the total royalties for a
particular standard remains FRAND.
A lesson from the Unwired Planet case is that patent privateering can be successfully tackled by
66
proper interpretation of FRAND commitment. If FRAND royalties are calculated in relation to prior
owner’s licensing agreement, with cross check of the value of the PAE’s SEP portfolio in relation to
other patents in a standard, it would ensure that PAEs would not be able to impose overall excessive
licensing fees to practicing companies. Even in SEP portfolio is disaggregated, overall royalties will
remain fair and reasonable.
Finally, the last question may be whether the PAE must charge the same royalty for transferred SEPs
as the transferor, or whether it may decide to change the royalty rate? An argument may be made
60
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that acquired patents are particularly strong, were undervalued or not monetised by transferor. The
success of these arguments would depend on the facts of the case. Prior licensing agreements of the
transferor would have high probative value and the burden of proof should be on the transferee to
demonstrate why the increase in price is justified. In any event, the FRAND commitment requires that
the rate charged by the transferee, as well as the overall rate for the standard, to be within the
FRAND range. Put differently, the transferee would be able to argue that the increase in royalty rate is
justified by the strength of acquired portfolio and the fact that acquired patents were licensed on the
lower end of FRAND range, as long as any price increase is still within the FRAND range for the
SEPs in question and for the standard overall. Indeed, such position was confirmed by Dusseldorf
67
court in German Unwired Planet v Samsung case.
In sum, FRAND commitment provides an efficient remedy against potential harmful effects of patent
privateering.
Conclusion
The aim of this article was to demonstrate that PAEs are not a unitary phenomenon, but adopt many
different business models. It is therefore incorrect to label all PAEs as “bad”. Instead, the effects of
patent assertion would depend on the specific PAE business model.
Moreover, in the context of standard essential patents, the potential harmful effect of patent
privateering can be avoided by the proper interpretation of FRAND commitment. FRAND commitment
effectively constrains the licensing demands of PAEs, making competition law intervention
unnecessary.
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